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Application of K-D Trees for the Implementation of a Rule Engine 
ABSTRACT 
Applications that involve functions requiring choosing a rule from a set of prespecified 
rules typically employ rule engines that apply suitable algorithms, such as the Rete algorithm, to 
select the most appropriate rule from the rule set. However, such algorithms do not scale well for 
large rule sets and are unsuitable for handling real-time rule selection. This disclosure describes a 
rule engine that operates by mapping the set of rules as nodes within a K-D tree. The mapping 
requires that each rule be represented geometrically as a point in an N-dimensional space by 
considering the ranges created by intersecting ranges derived from all the conditions of a rule. 
Once all rules in the underlying rule set are mapped onto a K-D tree in such a manner, finding 
the rules applicable to an input is achieved by turning the input into a ranged query that identifies 
a region of the N-dimensional space and using a K-D tree query algorithm to find all rules 
contained within that region.  
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BACKGROUND 
Many applications involve functions that require choosing a rule from a set of 
prespecified rules. Such functionality is typically implemented via rule engines that apply 
suitable algorithms, such as the Rete algorithm, to select the most appropriate rule from the rule 
set. However, such algorithms do not scale well for handling real-time rule selection. For 
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instance, rule engines based on the Rete algorithm perform poorly for large rule sets composed 
of over 10,000 rules. 
Fig. 1: A two-dimensional K-D tree representing six two-dimensional points added in order
A K-D Tree is a binary search tree where nodes are represented as points in a K-
dimensional space. Each node is assigned a discriminator to identify the dimension used to place 
the children of the node. All nodes at the same level of the tree have the same discriminator.  
Fig. 1 shows an example of a K-D tree with two dimensions, X and Y. Each node in the 
tree is a point in the two-dimensional space, represented as (x, y). The discriminators for the root 
of the tree are X while those for the lower two levels are Y and X, respectively. Search or 
addition of any node (x, y) is based on traversing the tree by comparing the dimension 
corresponding to the discriminator of an existing node (xi, yi) starting at the root. When the 
discriminator is X, then if x <= xi, traversal occurs to the left of the existing node, otherwise to 
the right. Similarly, when the discriminator is Y, then if y <= yi, traversal occurs to the left of the 
existing node, otherwise to the right. Fig. 1 shows the results of following these rules to generate 
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a two-dimensional K-D tree for the series of points (X, Y) added in the following order: (20, 28), 
(10, 25), (30, 40), (15, 20), (5, 60), (40, 50). It has been shown that building a balanced K-D Tree 
can be done in O(Knlog(n)) time. 
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes a rule engine that operates by mapping the set of rules as nodes 
within a K-D tree. The mapping requires that each rule be represented geometrically as a point in 
an N-dimensional space by considering the ranges created by intersecting ranges derived from all 
the conditions of a rule. N is obtained by doubling the number of condition names in the rule set: 
the range corresponding to a single condition name in a rule is translated into two dimensions as 
shown below. Once all rules in the underlying rule set are mapped onto a K-D tree in such a 
manner, finding the rules applicable to an input can be achieved by turning the input into a 
ranged query that identifies a region of the N-dimensional space and using a K-D tree range 
query algorithm to find all rules contained within that region. The set of rules returned by the 
algorithm are the ones to be activated and applied to the input in order to determine the output. 
The operation of the techniques described above can be explained by considering a rule 
set that contains only rules with a single condition name C of type integer. To verify whether a 
rule in the underlying rule set is applicable to a given value V, the conditions of each rule are 
transformed into a range of values where the smallest element of the range (the first dimension) 
is labeled as START and the largest element of the range (the second dimension) is labeled as 
END. The two-dimensional ranges of applicable rules are then extracted from the underlying rule 
set and mapped onto a two-dimensional K-D tree (the two dimensions being START and END). 
To clarify this conversion process, consider a rule containing a single condition of type integer: 
C == 27. This rule would become a node in the K-D tree identified by a point with coordinates 
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(27, 27). Consider now a rule containing the conditions C > 4 and C < 15: the rule would be 
associated to a point with coordinates (4, 15). 
Given an input C := V, the K-D tree can be searched to retrieve all nodes that contain 
ranges (START, END) where V >= START and V <=END. When retrieving the nodes, the 
search process prunes the entire right branch of a node if the discriminator is START and V < 
START and prunes the entire left branch of a node if the discriminator of the node is END and V 
> END. The set of unpruned nodes that contain the value V within their START and END points 
is returned and the corresponding rules are to be considered applicable to the input. The 
pseudocode below illustrates the algorithm for traversing a K-D tree of two-dimensional 
(START, END) ranges to identify nodes that contain an integer input V within their ranges.
public List<KDTreeNode<Integer>> nodesContainingPoint 
(ImmutableList<Integer> point) { 
return inRegion(root, 0, lowerBoundary); 
} 
private List<KDTreeNode<T>> nodesContainingPoint( 
KDTreeNode<T> examinedNode, int depth, ImmutableList<? extends  
Comparable<?>> point) { 
final int treeDimension = depth % this.dimensions.size(); 
final int pointDimension = (int)  
Math.floor((double)treeDimension / 2.0); 
final Comparable pointValue = point.get(pointDimension); 
final bool isStart = treeDimension % 2 == 0; 
final int discriminatorValue =  
examinedNode.getCoordinates().get(treeDimension) 
if (startNode == null) { 
return ImmutableList.of(); 
} 
ImmutableList.Builder<KDTreeNode<T>> nodes =  
ImmutableList.builder(); 
if (isContained(startNode, point)) { 
nodes.add(startNode); 
} 
// if the discriminator of the node is START and V < START 
// prune the right children 
if (startNode.hasRight() &&  
(!isStart || !(pointValue.compareTo( 
discriminatorValue) < 0))) { 
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getRight(), depth + 1, point)); 
} 
// if the discriminator of the node is END and V > END  
// prune the left children 
if (startNode.hasLeft() &&  
(isStart || 
!(pointValue.compareTo(discriminatorValue) > 0))) { 
nodes.addAll(nodesContainingPoint(examinedNode
. 




Fig. 2: Querying a two-dimensional K-D tree to retrieve rules applicable to a given input
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Fig. 2 illustrates a simplified example to of four-level K-D tree resulting from adding 
two-dimensional ranges of (START, END) point in the following order: (20,28), (10,25), (15, 
20), (16, 23), (5, 60), (30, 40), (40, 50), (25, 50), (45, 55). Fig. 2 shows the results of following 
the above-described tree traversal algorithm to find nodes with ranges that contain the input 
value V = 38. As seen in Fig. 2, the algorithm examines all nodes marked in blue, skips all nodes 
marked in grey (because of pruning), and returns the nodes marked in red as the final result that 
contains the rules activated for the input value of 38. The solution and operation described above 
can be applied to multiple condition types (e.g. String, Integer, Boolean) and operators (greater 
than, less than, equal, not equal) as long as the type and operator pair can be converted into a 
continuous range.  
The application algorithm can be analyzed as a range query in which ranges are built as 
follows: for each Condition name C, take the corresponding input value V and convert it into two 
ranges: C-START < V & V < C-END. The performance of range queries on a K-D tree is 
O(sqrt(n) + k) where n is the number of nodes in the tree and k is the number of returned values. 
For rule sets without conflicting rules (no two rules that populate the same output value while 
being applicable to the same input), the number of returned rules k must necessarily be less than 
the output values, making it a factor that does not significantly impact performance. 
To avoid performance problems, the algorithms should not be used in rule sets with 
relatively few rules and many condition names, otherwise the time complexity can become 
linear. Because of the doubling in the number of dimensions required for the operation described 
above (For each condition name C, create two dimensions: C-START and C-END), the solution 
should be applied only to cases in which the K-D tree produced by the rule set satisfies the 
property n > 2^D where n is the number of nodes and D is the number of dimensions. In terms of 
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rule sets, the requirement translates into R > 2^(2*C) where R is the number of rules and C is the 
number of condition names. 
The techniques described in this disclosure enable the application of a search algorithm 
that can identify applicable rules with better performance than the Rete algorithm, especially for 
large rule sets, e.g., that include several thousand rules. The techniques can be utilized in any 
application that involves a rule engine for selecting applicable rules from among a rule set and 
can improve the performance of real-time rule-selection operation. The Rete algorithm offers 
features that are not in scope for the techniques described in this document (for example, keeping 
state after firing rules and re-evaluate affected rules). The techniques should be used in those 
cases where the number of rules is significant (over 10000) and real time performance is a 
concern. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes a rule engine that operates by mapping the set of rules as nodes 
within a K-D tree. The mapping requires that each rule be represented geometrically as a point in 
an N-dimensional space by considering the ranges created by intersecting ranges derived from all 
the conditions of a rule. Once all rules in the underlying rule set are mapped onto a K-D tree in 
such a manner, finding the rules applicable to an input is achieved by turning the input into a 
ranged query that identifies a region of the N-dimensional space and using a K-D tree query 
algorithm to find all rules contained within that region. The solution and operation described 
above can be applied to any condition names as long as the operator and type can be converted 
into a continuous range. The techniques enable the application of a search algorithm that can 
identify applicable rules with better performance than the Rete algorithm, especially for large 
rule sets with several thousand rules. The techniques can be utilized in any application that 
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involves a rule engine for selecting applicable rules from among a rule set and can improve the 
performance of real-time rule-selection operation. 
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